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ABSTRACT: Spin-dependent intramolecular electron
transfer is revealed in the ReI(CO)3(py)(bpy-Ph)−
perylenediimide radical anion (ReI-bpy−PDI−•) dyad, a
prototype model system for artificial photosynthesis.
Quantum chemical calculations and ultrafast transient
absorption spectroscopy experiments demonstrate that
selective photoexcitation of ReI-bpy results in electron
transfer from PDI−• to ReI-bpy, forming two distinct
charge-shifted states. One is an overall doublet whose
return to the ground state is spin-allowed. The other, high-
spin quartet state, persists for 67 ns due to spin-forbidden
back-electron transfer, constituting a more than thousand-
fold lifetime improvement compared to the low-spin state.
Exploiting this spin dependency holds promise for artificial
photosynthetic systems requiring long-lived reduced states
to perform multi-electron chemistry.

Photosensitization of highly reducing transition metal
catalysts for CO2 reduction, such as the ReI(bpy)(CO)3L

complex (bpy = bipyridine, L = coordinating ligand such as
Cl−), is a promising approach for artificial photosynthesis.1−5

The design and implementation of such systems requires
understanding of how the photosensitizer−catalyst assemblies
can perform multi-electron catalysis without the need for
sacrificial electron donors. We have previously explored a
strategy for accumulation of long-lived reducing equivalents in
dyads consisting of ReI(CO)3(py)(bpy-Ph) (ReI-bpy) cova-
lently coupled to naphthalenediimide (NDI) and perylene-
diimide (PDI) radical anions, where photoexcitation of NDI−•

or PDI−• in the near-infrared resulted in ultrafast reduction of
ReI-bpy.6,7 In both cases, the rate of back-electron transfer
depends strongly on the mode of covalent binding of NDI−• or
PDI−• to ReI-bpy.6 We now focus on the unusual and
potentially advantageous spin-dependent electron-transfer
(ET) dynamics that occur when the ReI-bpy catalyst part of
the ReI-bpy−PDI−• dyad is selectively photoexcited (structures
in Figure 1).
The treatment of ReI-bpy−PDI by a mild chemical reductant

results in a one-electron reduction of the PDI-centered LUMO;
see the Supporting Information (SI). Following reduction,

ultrafast transient absorption measurements are used to probe
the ET dynamics in the dyad. Interpretation of the transient
absorption data (Figure 2A) relies on direct comparisons to
computed UV−vis spectra, obtained at the linear-response
time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) level, as
shown in Figure 2B (see SI for computational details). We note
that three vibronic PDI ground state (PDI0) absorption peaks
in the 450−550 nm range emerge upon selective photo-
excitation of the ReI-bpy part of the ReI-bpy−PDI−• dyad with
a 414 nm pump pulse. A weak, wedge-shaped feature at 550−
625 nm is assigned to the formation of ReI-bpy−•, appearing
together with the ground-state-bleach peaks associated with
PDI−•. After a few hundred ps, the decay of the PDI0 peaks
reveals a long-lived peak at 505 nm, assigned to the PDI triplet
state (3*PDI) excited-state absorption (ESA),8,9 as supported
by our TD-DFT calculations. Overall, the spectral features of
the joint dyad show close correspondence to the sum of the
two parts, an indication of weak electronic coupling, see pages
S5 and S7 in the SI.
The computationally supported mechanism responsible for

the transient absorption data is schematically outlined in Figure
3A. Upon excitation, ReI-bpy undergoes an S1 ← S0 transition,
corresponding to a HOMORe → LUMObpy excitation. Spin−
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Figure 1. Structure of the ReI-bpy−PDI dyad and the constituent PDI
(red) and ReI-bpy (blue) molecules. The ReI-bpy complex bears a
positive charge in its ground state, and the PDI in the dyad is
chemically reduced before photoexcitation.
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orbit coupling, induced by the Re atom, facilitates very fast and
quantitative intersystem crossing in ReI-bpy−carbonyl com-
plexes,11−13 producing 3*ReI-bpy. Thus, both fragments of the
3*ReI-bpy−PDI−• dyad have unpaired electrons, which can be
either antiparallel (Figure 3, Pathway I) or parallel (Pathway II)
to each other, corresponding to a total dyad spin of S = 1/2 or
S = 3/2, respectively. Due to the weak electronic coupling
between the 3*ReI-bpy and PDI−• moieties (see SI), the low-
spin and high-spin states are practically degenerate and equally
populated; there is no thermodynamic or kinetic preference for
forming one over the other. The ground-state bleach of PDI−•

observed on the sub-ps time scale (Figure 2A) suggests that ET
from PDI−• to 3*ReI-bpy is complete within the instrument
response time, forming the reduced ReI-bpy−• doublet with the
characteristic broad absorption in the 500−625 nm range. In

the S = 1/2 case, ET yields the PDI0 state via a LUMOPDI →
HOMORe‑bpy transfer. The dyad then undergoes a LUMORe‑bpy
→ LUMOPDI back-electron transfer, regenerating the resting
state in about 50 ps. In the high-spin case, where the unpaired
electrons in PDI−• are parallel to those in 3*ReI-bpy (Figure 3,
Pathway II), HOMOPDI → HOMORe‑bpy hole transfer generates
a metastable 3*PDI state. The return of ReI-bpy−•−3*PDI to
the resting state is spin-forbidden, with no spin−orbit coupling
on the PDI moiety to facilitate S0 ← T1 intersystem crossing.
Consequently, the charge-shifted state persists for a very long
time (67 ± 4 ns), i.e., more than 1000 times longer than the
lifetime of the charge-shifted state generated by the low-spin
pathway (∼50 ps) or when selectively exciting the PDI−•

moiety in the same dyad (54 ps).6

The 3*ReI-bpy−PDI−• → ReI-bpy−•−3*PDI process is
characterized as Marcus-type thermally activated triplet−triplet
electron transfer (TTET). The observed TTET is distinct from
the more common triplet−triplet energy transfer (TTEnT)
phenomenon14,15 typically observed in natural16 and artificial
photosynthetic systems,17−20 as well as in other donor−
acceptor systems.21−25 TTEnT operates by a Dexter-type
exchange mechanism,26−28 and thus requires strict donor−
acceptor energy matching. In contrast, TTET is thermally
activated and therefore efficient under exothermic conditions.
The schematic orbital diagram in Figure 3A indicates that a

photoinduced LUMO-to-LUMO ET from 3*ReI-bpy to PDI−•

would be exothermic. However, explicit calculations of the
involved states determine that such an ET process is
endothermic by 0.4 eV, explaining why this ET is not observed
experimentally. The product state consists of Re-bpy and PDI
with formal charges of +2 and −2, respectively, and the solvent
dielectric constant is not sufficiently high to compensate for the
resulting increase in Coulombic potential. The endothermicity
of this ET from 3*ReI-bpy to PDI−• is readily discerned in the
Jablonski diagram in Figure 3B which summarizes the
calculated energetics of all relevant photoinduced states and
processes.
Electron transfer rates calculated at the DFT level with

Marcus theory (see Section S5 in the SI) provide valuable
insights on the electronic processes A3, A4, and B3, as depicted
in Figure 3, which are thermally activated electron-transfer
events. The Marcus parameters, including the ET free energy
change, reorganization energy, and electronic coupling, are
calculated using a recently reported protocol,29 and the Marcus

Figure 2. (A) Transient absorption spectra of ReI-bpy−PDI−•
pumped at 414 nm. (B) Experimental spectra compared to vibronically
resolved,10 calculated absorption spectra for the S1 ← S0 electronic
transition in PDI0 and the three lowest-energy Dn ← D0 transitions in
PDI−•. Vertical calculated absorption spectra of 3*PDI. Experimental
and vertical calculated spectra of ReI-bpy and ReI-bpy−• (note the
different Y-axis scale). Each experimental spectrum has been scaled so
that its most intense peak matches the calculated peak intensity.

Figure 3. (A) Orbital diagram of the low-spin (top) and high-spin (bottom) pathways as photoinduced by excitation at 414 nm. H = HOMO, L =
LUMO. Note that the variation of orbital energies with electronic state is neglected in this schematic depiction. (B) Jablonski diagram with the x-axis
representing the degree of charge shifting between PDI and ReI-bpy.
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rates are compared to the experimental ones in Figure 4. The
rate comparison suggests that the observed ET rates are

underestimated by calculations using a thermal geometry
averaging procedure based on the ground-state distribution of
conformations. This underestimation is attributed to the fact
that significant structural rearrangement of the intra-ReI-bpy
excited state occurs before the ET, and the excited state’s
geometry is more coplanar (11.9° Ph−bpy dihedral angle) than
that of the ground state (37.1°), which enhances the donor−
acceptor coupling strength. This excited-state relaxation is
associated with a potential energy decrease of 0.6 eV, including
intersystem crossing, and this extra energy is expected to
equilibrate to the solvent only after ∼10 ps.30,31 Thus, the
transfer steps B3 and A3 observed within ∼2 ps benefit from
remaining thermal energy which increases the rate of thermally
activated ET compared to fully equilibrated states as assumed
by Marcus theory. As a result, the strongest-coupling-
conformation calculations in Figure 4 compare more favorably
to experimental rates. Note that although stronger than the
thermal average, the couplings are still in the weak regime as
evidenced by clear spectral separation of the two parts observed
in Figure 2.
A HOMOPDI → HOMORe‑bpy charge transfer could occur in

the S = 1/2 case, forming 1*PDI. This transfer is calculated to
be very slow due to being slightly endothermic by 0.02 eV.
Marcus calculations indicate that step A3, LUMOPDI →
HOMORe‑bpy transfer (ΔG = −1.77), occurs several orders of
magnitude more quickly, falling somewhat into the inverted
Marcus region. Therefore, step A3 is included as part of the
mechanism in Figure 3A, whereas the HOMOPDI →
HOMORe‑bpy transfer is disfavored.
These electron-transfer dynamics have several implications

for photocatalysis. The high-spin pathway is highly promising
for catalytic applications since the 67 ns lifetime provides ample
time for subsequent reductive catalysis. The charge-shifted state
decay is several orders of magnitude faster in the low-spin
pathway, so future work on ReI-bpy−PDI−• dyads will aim at
promoting a larger relative population of the high-spin vs the
low-spin intermediates. Spin-dependent charge transfer, such as

the TTET identified here, may be used more broadly in other
systems to extend lifetimes of ET product states.
To summarize, we find evidence of triplet−triplet electron

transfer (TTET) in the ReI-bpy−PDI−• dyad, leading to a long-
lived charge-shifted state with a reducing equivalent on the ReI-
bpy catalyst. The ultrafast spectroscopic measurements are
accompanied by a thorough quantum chemical interpretation of
the underlying photoinduced electron-transfer dynamics.
Accurate calculated absorption spectra, requiring vibronically
resolved TD-DFT calculations, facilitate interpretation of the
experimental findings. We identify two parallel pathways
induced by different spin alignment of the ReI-bpy and PDI
fragments, with a 3 orders of magnitude difference in lifetime
between the two resulting charge-shifted states. These
remarkable results should prove valuable for designing new
photocatalytic systems.
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